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Why MIMO at mmWave? 
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mmWave MIMO: need for channel estimation

u High directivity is essential at mm-wave to combat large path loss
u Directional precoding requires channel knowledge
u Low SNR before beamforming poses channel estimation challenges 
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Two main directions for acquiring the channel knowledge

u Explicit channel estimation
ª Typically requires per antenna training
ª Low SNR before beamforming
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u Beam training with analog beamforming
ª Look for best beam pair
ª High beamfoming gain
ª High beam training overhead
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mmWave MIMO challenges

u Additional hardware issues
ª Conventional architectures does not scale
ª Array processing needs complex baseband samples
ª High cost and power consumption
ª Difficult to assign an RF chain for each antenna
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Possible solution: Hybrid Architecture

u Compromise on power consumption & complexity (# ADCs << # Antennas)
u Problem: Phase shifters have constraints, e.g., constant gains and 

quantized shifts
u Digital can correct for analog limitations [1]
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Hierarchical beam training
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u Hierarchical beam training
ª Beam training is performed over several stages
ª Directions that maximize the SNR are examined in the next training stages
ª Requires codebook design 
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Prior work
u Adaptive beam training [1]-[2]

ª Do not exploit BS-MS channel reciprocity
ª Always converge to the highest resolution beams
ª May not be optimal for delay sensitive applications

u Beam training codebooks 
ª Do not consider RF constraints [1][3]
ª Array size is fixed irrespective of desired beam pattern [1]-[3]
ª Requires large number of RF chains to realize good beam patterns [2]

[1] S. Hur, T. Kim, D. Love, J. Krogmeier, T. Thomas, A. Ghosh, “Millimeter wave beamforming for wireless backhaul and access in small cell networks,” IEEE Trans. 
Commun., vol. 61, no. 10, pp. 4391-4403, Oct. 2013. 
[2] A. Alkhateeb, O. Ayach, G. Leus and R. W. Heath Jr, “Single-sided adaptive estimation of multi-path millimeter wave channels,” in the 15th int. Workshop on Sig. 
Proc. Adv. in Wireless Commun., June 2014, pp. 125-129. 
[3] J. Wang, Z. Lan, C. Pyo, T. Baykas, C. Sum, M. Rahman, J. Gao, R. Funada, F. Kojima, H. Harada, “Beam codebook based beam forming protocol for multi-Gbps
millimeter-wave WPAN systems,” IEEE J. on Selet. Areas in Commun., vol. 27, no. 8, pp. 1390-1399, 2009. 
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Contributions
u Adaptive beam training

ª Opportunistic:  training is terminated once a threshold is satisfied
ª Exploits channel reciprocity
ª No explicit feedback channel is required

u Hybrid codebooks
ª Respect RF constraints 
ª Array size is a function of the desired beam pattern 



Hybrid mmWave MIMO system model
Assumptions

ª BS and MS employ hybrid 
analog/digital precoders

ª Channels are modeled as 
geometric sparse mmWave 
channels [1][2]

ª Perfect channel estimation at 
MS and BS
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Fig. 1. A BS with RF beamformers and NRF RF chains com-
municating with the uth MS that employs RF combining.

tiplexing gain of the described multi-user precoding system,
which is limited by min (NRF, U) for NBS > NRF. For sim-
plicity, we will also assume that the BS will use U out of the
NRF available RF chains to serve the U users.

On the downlink, the BS applies an NBS×U RF precoder,
F = [f1, f2, ..., fU ]. The sampled transmitted signal is there-
fore x = Fs, where s = [s1, s2, ..., sU ]T is the U×1 vector of
transmitted symbols, such that E [ss∗] = PT

U
IU , and PT is the

average total transmitted power. Since F is implemented us-
ing quantized analog phase shifters, [F]m,n = 1√

NBS

ejφm,n ,

where φm.n is a quantized angle, and the factor of 1√
NBS

is

for power normalization.
For simplicity, we adopt a narrowband block-fading chan-

nel model [5,11,12], by which the uth MS receives the signal

ru = Hu

U
!

r=1

frsr + nu, (1)

where Hu is the NMS × NBS matrix that represents the
mmWave channel between the BS and the uth MS, and
nu ∼ N (0,σ2I) is a Gaussian noise vector.

At the uth MS, the RF combiner wu is used to process the
received signal ru to produce the scalar

yu = w∗uHu

U
!

r=1

frsr +w∗unu, (2)

MmWave channels are expected to have limited scatter-
ing [2]. Therefore, and to simplify the analysis, we will as-
sume a single-path geometric channel model [9, 13]. Under
this model, the channel Hu can be expressed as

Hu =
"

NBSNMSαuaMS (θu)a
∗
BS (φu) , (3)

where αu is the complex path gain, including the path-loss,
with E

#

|αu|2
$

= ᾱ. The variables θu, and φu ∈ [0, 2π]
are the angles of arrival and departure (AoA/AoD) respec-
tively. Finally, aBS (φu) and aMS (θu) are the antenna array
response vectors of the BS and uth MS respectively. The BS

and each MS are assumed to know the geometry of their an-
tenna arrays. While the results and insights developed in the
paper can be generalized to arbitrary antenna arrays, we will
assume uniform arrays in the simulations of Section 5.

3. PROPOSED DOWNLINK SYSTEM OPERATION

The proposed downlink operation for multi-user mmWave
systems consists of two phases: (i) compressed sensing based
downlink channel estimation and (ii) conjugate analog beam-
forming/combining. For the downlink channel training, ran-
dom beamforming and projections are used to efficiently
estimate the mmWave channel with relatively low training
overhead thanks to the sparse nature of the channel. One
main advantage of this technique is that all the MS’s can si-
multaneously estimate their channels. Therefore, the training
overhead does not scale with the number of users. This is
contrary to the adaptive channel estimation and beamforming
design techniques in [5, 6, 9], which are user-specific. The
estimated channels are then used to build the analog beam-
formers and combiners. Extensions to hybrid analog/digital
precoders are also possible [14], but our focus in this paper is
on the evaluation of compressed sensing channel estimation.

3.1. Compressed Sensing Based Channel Estimation

Given the geometric mmWave channel model in (3), estimat-
ing the channel is equivalent to estimating the different pa-
rameters of the channel path; namely its AoA, AoD, and the
complex gain. In this section, we exploit this poor scattering
nature of the mmWave channel, and formulate the channel es-
timation problem as a sparse problem. We then briefly show
how compressed sensing can be used to estimate the channel.

A sparse formulation: Consider the system and mmWave
channel models described in Section 2. If the BS uses a train-
ing beamforming vector pm, and the uth MS employs a
training combining vector qn to combine the received signal,
the resulting signal can be written as

yn,m = qH
n Hupmsm + qH

n nn,m, (4)

where sm is the training symbol on the beamforming vec-
tor pm, and we use sm =

√
P , with P the average power

used per transmission in the training phase. If the BS em-
ploys MBS such beamforming vectors pm,m = 1, ...,MBS,
at MBS successive time slots, and the MS uses MMS mea-
surement vectors qn, n = 1, 2, ...,MMS at MMS successive
instants to detect the signal transmitted over each of the beam-
forming vectors, the resulting received matrix will be [5]

YMS =
√
PQHHuP+N, (5)

where Q = [q1,q2, ...,qMMS
] is the NMS ×MMS measure-

ment matrix, P = [p1,p2, ...,pMBS
] is the BS NBS ×MBS

beamforming matrix, and N is an MMS ×MBS noise matrix.
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Proposed beam training algorithm

u BS and MS form S = logb K codebooks for multistage beam training.
u Using codebooks Fs=1 and Ws=1 the BS and MS exchange training packets
u BS and MS estimate channel gain Γs=1
u If Γs=1≥γ, γ is a QoS threshold, training is terminated
u If Γs=1<γ, the above steps are repeated with higher codebook levels



Hybrid codebook design
u Step 1

ª Design unconstraint beam pattern as follows 
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digital beamforming
vector

array response vector 
for one quantized angle

range of angles 
covered by the beam

u Step 2
ª Number of antennas is reduced in initial stages to match number of RF chains

• Allows digital beamforming in the initial stages

ª Number of required antennas is set as

N*BS = 0.891/sin(θd/2NRF)



Proposed hierarchical codebook design
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constrained RF 
beamforming vector

digital beamforming
vector

analog beamforming
matrix 
(due to RF limitations)

u Step 3
ª Approximate ideal pattern by solving the following problem,



Proposed codebook design- An Example
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An example of several beam
patterns
K = 256, NRF = 4.
N*BS= 4 in (a), 9 in (b), and 18
in (c),with 6 bit angle
quantization.
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Performance analysis
u Achievable rate is upper-bounded by

u Training load (number of exchanged training packets) is upper-bounded by
ª For tractability, we assume L=1
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maximum training 
load per level

channel gain CDF
at level s

QoS threshold

captures the possibility that at 
the sth level the receive 
SNR>γ

Captures  the possibility that 
the maximum receive SNR <γ
at the sth level



Simulation results

u Near-optimal rate performance compared to exhaustive search techniques
u Low training load at high SNR
u Simple & tight rate and load upper-bounds can be derived
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NBS = 32 antennas
NBS = 16 antennas
NRF = 4 RF chains
Phase-shifter quant. 4 bits
BS-MS link NLOS, L=3
QoS threshold γ=15 dB
AoAs/AoDs are uniformly
distributed over 256
angles

Rate versus the average SNR
Training load versus SNR. Training load for 
exhaustive search is 256*256



Conclusion
u Proposed an adaptive beam training algorithm for mmWave systems that

ª Exploits channel reciprocity to terminate training when a threshold is satisfied

ª Uses hybrid codebooks with variable array size to improve beam coverage

ª Achieves comparable rates to exhaustive search algorithms, with lower training
overhead

u Current hybrid codebooks do not exploit array size in their design

ª Large number of RF chains are required to realize good beam patterns

ª Flexible array size yields better beam patterns with lowers RF chains
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Questions?
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